This collection is comprised of 174 rich, subtle shades that were drawn from historic homes and buildings throughout the United States.

Whether you’re planning to transform the exterior of a 120-year old Victorian, or warm up the interior of a brand-new condominium, the Historical Color Collection is timeless in its appeal.

This selection of historical colors has been arranged in coordinated groups that are available in a complete selection of top quality products and finishes. Any group of colors may be used to inspire you to create an elegant, traditional color scheme.

Since all color chips are affected by age, light, heat and mechanical coating processes, the chips on this card may vary slightly in color or finish from the actual paint in the container. Depending on clarity and depth of color, some colors may require multiple coats.
It's The Authent


Eric Gray PL01
Queen Anne Rose PL02
White Buffalo PL04

Revival Gold PL08
Abbey Green PL06
Ruby Glass PL09
Tower Sage PL07

The Abbey, Cape May, New Jersey. Built in 1870.

Ithaca Teal PL12

Elmira Red PL10
Gingerbread Ivory PL11
Sunnygables PL13

The paint colors in our collection were formulated by Martin Senour Paints. To ensure the quality and intensity of the colors shown, use only Martin Senour Paints.
Painted Ladies Collection. And It’s Only From


- Ashbury Cream PL14
- Weather Vane White PL15
- Page Blue PL17

Texas Grass PL21

- Colleyville Cream PL19
- Kincaid Red PL22
- Dream House White PL20

Colleyville, Texas. Built in 1895.

The Heckenberg House, Lakewood, Ohio. Built in 1893.

- Heckenberg Rose PL23
- Franklin Blue PL25

White Grace PL24

Gardner Rust PL26

The color schemes represented in this card were inspired by the homes pictured and may not be exact matches.